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Canada and the USA is also covered up,r simply not reported

in the media, much less invcstigatedi Jtts time for some real
and long-delayed justice, public investigations, and reparations
for the hundreds of thousands of other psychiatric survivors
being brainwashed"treate& without their knowledge or consent.
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December 3,

Editor:

Re: Canadian Brainwashed Survivors
and Dr. Ewen Cameron

A few comments and one correction re the recent decision

of the Canadiangovernment to "comnensate" Linda Macdonald

and at least 80 other survivors of psychiatrist Ewen

Caermons monstrous brainwashing experiments carried out

without consent in the 1950s an ci l960s "Canada to Pay

the Victims of Mind-Alterina Treatment," Nov. 19, 1992.

The article gives thefalse impression that Dr. Cameron's

experiments were mainly influenced or directed by "Western

intelligence aqencies" such as the CIA. In fact, Dr. Ca,eron

was inflicting massive amounts of electroshock, neuroleotic
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for "schi zophreni a"
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great psychological harm. The evidence that Cameron was

brainwashing/brain-damaginq many of his patients was in

several psychiatric journal and medical journal artiples - -

/1' -/,,s //t3-.

published in both the Uniiji3I States and CanadaA Obviouslg,

the editors of these journals and the executive,sof the

American Psychiatric Association and Canadian Psychiatric

Association chose to remain silent--they still are silent

re Cameron's crimes against hujjiity , which should be comuared

to some of the barb3ric medical exoeriments carried out

in Nazi concentration camps. Yes, Cameron violated the Nuremberg Code

Now, the Canadian government has added insult to injury

by paying each of the few survivors only l00,OflOrouqhly

equivalent to $75,000 US for having their bv7aircmassivelv

damaged, their careers wre.itked and lives ruined. How
L-

convenient this out-of-court settlement must be for the

Canadian government a s 9rvit%Bnt just as it

was for a similar settlement awardet%nine Canadians survivors

in their suit against the CIA. As a result, neither

the Canadian government nor the US government has to admit

legal or moral responsibility for their obvious comolicity

in and financial support of these psychi atri c1t crimes.

So much for osychi atri c justi ce--North Amen can Style!

Don Weitz

Psychiatric Survivor -

Toronto
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